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Plans

& Documents from the Town Hall

our Group has been engaged in attempting to place some of the
documents belonging to the Town Council, which are held in the vault of the Town
Hall in some sort of order, and to catalogue them.
Recently

There have been several interesting discoveries, among the most important being
plans drawn up at different times when changes were being contemplated, a law
dispute was being considered or in the case of a plan of 1726 when the School
charities appear to have been making clear which land or properties they owned.
Plans are extremely valuable in Henley since there are no general plans of the town
before the large scale O S map of 1878/9. Previous O.S. maps are on too small a
scale to be ofuse, and there seem to be no other general maps ofthe town.

Middle Row
One of the plans to be found in the Town Hall is a plan of part of Middle Row,
which although undated, is clearly one drawn up when it was being decided to
remove the part of Middle Row which included the old Guild Hall, and to build a
Town Hall further up the Market Place. This plan published here as Fig l, has been
reduced in order to fit the publication, the original spanned a piece of paper of
approximately the size of an ,{3 modern sheet on its side or in Landscape form
The plan shows the Plume of Feathers public house owned by Mr T Binfield and
occupied by William Finch. According to the Henley Bridge Rentals t in 1785
Binfield paid the Rental and it was occupied by William Finctr, but by 1790 Finch
was no longer at the Plume of Feathers. In 1790 the Assembly Book says that a
Committee was appointed to find out the expense of buying the Plume of Feathers
public house, of taking down Middle Row and the Town Hall and of building a new
Town Hall on the site of the premises occupied by Cooper a cabinet maker.

By June of 1796 when the Feathers was sold to the Corporation it was by Richard
Hayward and Robert Brakspear brewers and partners, by Benjamin Moorhouse
wine merchant and Richard Ovey When they acquired the property is not known.
However another clue as to date is provided by the property further up the Market
Place on the plan shown as belonging to someone called Jackson and in the

t

Th" Henley Rentals and the Court Baron Book of 1785 as quoted in this article are by
courtesy of Mr John Crocker, who transcribed them and allowed me to take copies oi
his transcriptions

occupation of Mr Goff In 1766 in Hughes list of deeds in the Oxford Record Office

the Rev James Jackson of Brikworth Northants clerk was leasing a messuage in
Butcher's Row to Thomas Knibs of Henley t. Then in January 1771 inthe will of
the Rev James Jackson Vicar of Brixworth dated 1770 a messuage between
Butcher's Row and Fisher's Row was mentioned '. The next deed was when
William Jackson baker of Long Buckby Northants assigned a leasehold premises viz
4 This last
one messuage (formerly two) to the Mayor and Corporation of Henley
deed was dated 27 June 1789, so it is likely that the plan was drawn up just
previous to that, probably in the 1780s.

By the late 1780s moves had already been made to clear buildings in other parts of
Middle Row. Another pub, the Two Brewers owned by the Trustees of the Binfield
Charity which had been set up in 1725, was bought by the Corporation and
demolished in 1785. This pub was also in Middle Row but in the part to the east of
the cross roads. In the Court Baron Book of 1785 5 it says a tenement occupied by
Mary Wyld was taken down by agreement with the late Mr Cooper of Phillis Court
(the Lord of the Manor) and the present weighing machine erected on the site. The
position of the Weigh Scales is known, it is marked on the O.S map of 1879 as
opposite the Catharine Wheel
So it is likely that having rid themselves of the buildings in Middle Row below the
cross roads, the Corporation turned their attention to the block of Middle Row
containing the Guild Hall, which by evidence of the plan also contained several
other buildings already owned by the Corporation. In John Burn's 'History of
Henley on Thames' he says that the Guild Hall had fallen down by 1760
The plan had a note below it in pencil which said *180ft X 24ft rougltly", this being
the only clue as to its scale. By reducing the plan so that the whole block measured
180ft X 24ft on the same scale as the O S.map of 1879 it is possible to superimpose
it on that map (Fig 2). Its placing on that map is governed by two facts, one that th€
line denoting the north side of Fisher Row must be similar to the north side of the
Market Place, since as far as is known that line has not changed since about the 166

3

4
5

Hughes List 107 AD 636 M J Hughes in 1928-32 recorded and listed all the Henley
documents in the O.R.O., subsequently they were given an Ancient Document number in
chronological order
Hughes Ust 151 CD 36

HughesList 131 AD688
The Court Baron Book was drawn up fror the then Lord of lhe Manor who wished to check
on the properties paying Rentals, and to see whether the Rentals should have come io
him. lt is similar to the Henley Bridge Rentals but sometimes contains extra informalion
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plan of Middls Row possibly of the 1780s, much reduced and the written text typed

century Excavations in 1984 at the site of what was recently Carpenters and is now
called Cargo, revealed that the front building line of the Market Place was ancient.
The other more unknown fact is how far into the present cross roads the buildings
of Middle Row as shown on the plan extended towards Hart Street.
Here there are several considerations, one is that Duke Street was considerably
widened in 1871, and that all the comer buildings had been altered in 1808 to give
greater road space 6 Another is that a mid 18ft century rental for the Plume of
Feathers included it with Duke Street, so that it is logical that it lined up more with
Duke Street than with Bell Street Although it is known that Duke Street was
widened in 1871, and it must have been a considerable widening since the buildings
on the west side of the street were entirely demolished, it is not clear what the
dimensions of the street had been beforehand According to the O.S map of 1879
the street was then, and is now about 35ft wide. I would suggest that the photo of
Duke Street (Fig 3) taken before the demolition, in the 1860s, may be able to give a
clue In the photo a horse and cart can be seen taking up about half the roadway.
Gven that a horse and cart of that type might have been about 5ft wide, one can
estimate the road as having been about l0-12ft The two pavements together can
only have been about 5ft, which gives an estimated 15-17ft between the houses,
roughly half the width of the road today So if a line is drawn from the end of Duke
Street as it may have been, this could be a guide to how far down the roadway the
front of the Plume of Feathers may have been. That it was the front of the pub is
certain from the wording of the conveyance of June 1796 when the building was
sold to the Corporation. It says "a messuage known as the Plume of Feathers near
the Market Cross fronting towards Hart Street and adjoining the site whereon the
Butcher's shops and the Guild Hall lately stood " This incidentally suggests that the
Cruild Hall etc was demolished before 1796, leaving the Feathers on its own.

It

also has to be considered how the entrance to Bell Street was affected by the
alignment of the front of the Feathers. If the Feathers were further into ,Hart Street
than shown in Fig 2, it would have effectively blocked the Bell Street opening.
According to Geoffiey Tyack in his article on the re-building of Henley between
1780 and 1914, all four corners ofthe central cross roads were cut back in 1808 to
widen the road and the turning space at the corners. Again it is not clear by how
much the corners were altered. If however one views the 1879 map (see Fig 2) one
can see that Bell Street on its east side, from a point at the north side of the third
house, has a decided bend down towards Hart Street. If instead of the bend the line

6

Tyack, Geoffrey'The Rebuilding of Henley on Thames 1780-1914' H.A.& H.G. Journal

No7,1989

Fig

2 Plan of Middle Row rsducod to samo scal+ as O.S.lilap of

18?9 and then reduced again

of Bell Street is continued, then the east side of Bell Street may have been on the
dashed line drawn onto the map of 1879 This would have left a gap of
approximately 15ft between the Bell Street corner and the corner of the Plume of
Feathers, if the pub was where it is placed in Fig 2. Even if the corner was only
where the dotted line marking the pavement on the map is shown, the gap between
it and the Plume of Feathers would have been only about 20ft. It therefore seems
unlikely that the Feathers was any further down the street

of

1879 the pump and trough, presumably a horse trough are shown.
The pump was at the site of the main Town well in Henley, described in a report on

On the map

7,
the wells in the town in 1878 just before the introduction of piped water, as
containing water clearers and suspended mineral matter. Amounts of chlorine and
nitric acid somewhat higher than in other waters, but within the limits of good
water. If the Middle Row and the Guild Hall were as shown, then it can be seen that
the Town Pump would have been close to the entrance to the Hall, and alongside
the Plume of Feathers, it would also have been near to the Market Cross, which

probably was about where the obelisk is marked on the 1879 map.

Dr Robert Peberdy says in his work on
a roofed building with stalls beneath for traders A mention in
1437 says that two burgesses had to collect money from strangers standing under
the cross with their merchandise. That the Cross was at the cross roads is borne out
by many later deeds of houses in the vicinity, and when in 1487 it was decided to
build a new Guild Hall, it was mentioned that it would be in a position to overlook
the market. This may mean that the Cross and the top end of Hart Street was in fact
the main market area at that time. As Dr Peberdy says in his thesis the main trade of
Henley was the dealing in grain, for which the dealers would presumably only have
had samples at the market, which would not have been bulky, so perhaps greater
space was not needed. Meanwhile perhaps foodstuffs for the towns people were
traded in what is now known as the Market Place, in what was later Butchers Row
and Fishers Row.
The Cross, known from 1308 was, as
medieval Henley

8

The Guild Hall of 1487 was most likely the one shown in the plan of the 1780s, and
according to John Burn n' was already collapsed in 1760, it would then have been

7
8

Henley Advertiser '14 Sep 1878
Peberdy, Roberi B The Economy, Society and Government of a small town in late
Medieval England: A study of Henley on Thames from c1300 to c15zl0' Thesis
submitted for a Doctorate al Leicester University. 1994
Burn, John S'History of Henley on Thames' 1861

Fig

3

Photograph of Duke Street before road widening ot 1871

getting on for 300 years

old

There is

a possibility that the Guild Hall

which

according to the plan was about 20ft by 22ft,wirh an entrance of about 10ft square,
was built on columns or walls so that the hall was raised, with perhaps stalls under
it. If so the entrance square might perhaps have provided steps up to the hall, there
would have been sufficient room for steps to go up from Hart Street to a half
landing and then continued to about the centre ofthe east wall. It would have been
comparable to the small market house in the centre of Faringdon, and would have
been in a good position to oversee the traders at the cross
There are several deeds mentioned in Hughes list, starting with one of 1506 r0 when
the Warden, bridgemen burgesses etc granted to Rob Harrys 'two opellas'
(workshops) 'under le Glde Halle opposite the High Cross' Then there are a series
of deeds in 1623. and 1673, mentioning the butcher's shambles under the Guild Hall

r0

t_

Hughes List 791 AD284(1506), 318 & 319 AD45B &459(1623), 316 AD522(167g),
31 1 AD523(1673), 315 AD52s(1676), 1s3 AD532(1676), 32 ADs33(1676),
313 ADs35(1678)

or Town Hall. In 1676it was the lease of a shop in the middle of the High Street
under the Town Hall Another in 1676 was a grant to Ann Woodroffe widow of a
shop in the Middle of the High Street called Butcher's Row, while in 1678 Ralph
Wilkes leased to Stephen Wills for I year three messuages adjoining one another
and on the east end adjoining the Guild Hall
Butcher's Row appears to have been on the south side of the Middle Row, the plan
of the 1780s shows one butcher's shop on that side, while it clearly marks the north
side as Fisher Row. Whether the shambles were literally 'under' the Guild Hall or
were in fact behind it, is uncertain. Even if one or two shops were actually beneath
the building, it seems unlikely that the entire sharnbles was beneath. It appears that
butcher's shops were not only in Middle Row but also were in some of the buildings
on the south side of what is now the Market Place.
One wonders how many buildings were between the butcher's shop of Richard
Farmer and the position of the Town Hall of 1796, still there on the map of 1879,
which was built on the site where Cooper had had his cabinet making premises.
When that Town Hall was built, provision was made for the Corn Market to be held
in the space beneath, the building originally being on pillars. Already in the 17ft
century the Corn Market is known to have moved from perhaps the Cross, to the
area outside the later Town Halls. Mention is made in the Quakers' Minute Book of
1705, that in 1658 a Quaker, Ambrose Rigge with two friends came to Henley and
putting up their horses at the Rose and Crown (now Facys), 'after market they got a
stool or form and set it in the gateway of the said inn, which was against the Corn
Market, and there declared truth.....' It appears that though some Henley people
accepted the message, others were rude and uncouth and flung 'guts that they got
from the butchers'. Other deeds of the early 18s century concerned with the
properties, now demolished for the road to Greys Car Park west of Facys, mention
that to the north was the Corn Market
The positioning of the plan as in Fig 2 means that the road on the south side or
Butchers Row" was slightly wider than Fisher Row, a division of the space echoed
further up the Market by the positioning of the Town Hall of 7796 and also the
Town Hall of 1898.

Riverside North
Another plan among the documents in the Town Hall, also undated but possibly of
c1793, is a plan of Riverside north, probably drawn up soon after the wall along the
river bank was made. The Court Leet book (see p24) says that the embankment was

new in 1793. Above the plan are three lists, the width of each house property, the
Iength of the wall along the river and the width of the houses from the wall. These
various lengths are also on the plan. The original plan extended to the end curve of
the bridge but this is not included in the reduced reproduction (see Fig 4).

Length of the Wall

Lengths next the
Houses

Lion
School
March
Snrilh

Havrvard

March
Hollier

45ft 6ins
90ft 8ins
83fl 4rns
20ft 4ins
64ft 9ins
54ft 6ins
22fi 0ins

Clcments 5lft

Width from the Houses to
the Wall

Knou,le

53ft l0ins

South corner ofth
School Premises
North comer ditto

40ft l0ins

At the Lyons
From Nerry St to

Lion Knorvle 378ft
Frorn Lron Knorvle
to the Bridge

3ins

432ft 4ins

l2lfl

499ft

Middle of Neu'Granary
North conrer of Neu'
North
North
North
North
North

37ft 6ins
39ft 6ins

Granary 46ft 6urs
Smiths 49ft 0ins
of Mr Hantards 5-5ft 3rns
of N4r March
63ft 6ins
of Mr Hollier
6 I ft 0ins
of Mr Clerrents 67ft Oins
comer of

When the plan is compared with the O.S.map of 1879 there are some notable
changes, for instance the Red Lion is shown as being much smaller than it later
became, and at the other end the cottages on the corner of New Street are shown in
their original shape, there were then four cottages with a sharp corner unlike the
later rounded corner.(see Fig 5).

The Free School premises in deeds is referred to as the Storehouse, and it
formed the front of the land belonging to the house now known as the

tt.

Chantry House, and was owned as one prope.ty
A property which included the
Whad represented on the plan by the area called the OId School Campshot. A
Campshed/Campshot/Campshide according to the Greater Oxford English
Dictionary is a facing of piles and boarding along the bank of a river or at the side of
an embankment to protect the bank from the action of the current or to resist the
out thrust of the embankment. On the plan the word campshot has been used for the
piles in the river, while campshide has been used on land for what may have been
raised areas protecting the house fronts.
t

t

D"t"il" of the Chantry House and the Storehouse and their ownership are dealt with later,
when the documents concerning the properties, also in the Town Hall are discussed

I

Fig
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Plan undated (17S3 ?) reducedto same scale as O.S.Map 1879
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A deed of 1723 in the possession of the United Schools Charities' Trustees,
says that the Storehouse was then leased to John Eaglesfield of Henley innholder
(he was at the Red Lion) and continues 'stables granarys and other buildings and
hereditaments commonly called the Storehouse late in the occupation of Sarah
Stevenson widow'(also of the Red Lion)'and now in the occupation of the said John
Eaglesfield and also all that wharf lying and being on the west side of the River

Thames'
The school premises as can be seen in Figs 5 & 8 were on the area later occupied by
the yard entrance to the Red Lion and the buildings on either side ofthe entrance. In
a later plan of the Red Lion drawn up when it was for sale in 1897 (Fig 6) the
Storehouse was where the harness room and the Hotel and Public Bars to the north
of the entrance were situated and where to the south the Coffee Room and about
half of the northern section of the large Coffee Room are shown. It is probable that
the houses along the riverside in this part of the town were built not at the front of
their plots as in Hart Street or other streets, but at the back so that the frontages
could be used as storehouses and granaries, for this section of the river bank was
the main wharf area of Henley. If the Chantry House is considered, it is clear that
the building had its front towards the river , while its back was to the churchyard. It
was built in about 1400, and was constructed right up against the hillock on which
the church and its yard stand, so that at the front it is a three storied house, while at
the back it is only two storied. In front of it was a yard and in front of that was the
Storehouse.

The next properry attributed on the plan to Mr March late Mr Smit[ now the
Century Gallery, was at the time of the plan a new granary, with a wharf in front of
it at the river edge. The lists of measurements give a distance to the middle of the
new granary and a distance to the north side. Although at that time a new building,
there is evidence that granaries had been there for many years previously, and that
there had also been a messuage in the time of Henry VI called the Wollhouse. This
house may have been on the site of the Century gallery or it may have been behind,
either way it is perhaps an indication of the change from grain to the wool trade in
r2.
the early 15tr century

The School Premises were acquired by the owners of the Red Lion in the early part
of the 19ft century. Barrett March owned the Red Lion from about 1790 to about
1800 according to Henley Rentals, and also owned the property north of the
Schools Premises from about 1775. Barrett March although primarily an innholder,

t2

References to this property are made in the documentation concerning the Chantry
House & Storehouse

l')

(

as well as owning the Red Lion, was also a grain merchant as shown by his
granaries The dates mentioned are from the Henley Bridge Rentals, the Red Lion
and the slte of the New Granaries were both liable for Bridge Rents and were listed
as being both for the Red Lion. As late as the Small Bridge Rent Book of 1886
there were the two entries Nol9 'Messrs W H Brakspear & Sons late Philip Barrett
Cooper formerly Barrett March for a house etc known as the Red Lion Hotel
formerly in the occupation of James Dixon, and now of Mrs Elizabeth Williams'
No 20 had the same ownership and was described as a Granary being part of the
premises of the Red Lion Hotel'. Going backwards in time from 1886 to 1842-36
the entries for the Rentals were as follows;1842-36 Di-xon late Jeffs

1842-36 Dixon for the Red Lion
P B Cooper for Red Lion occ Dixon
Mrs Barrett March occ Dixon

1828
1807

1828

79-5.93 Barrett March
1790 B March late Babbage now Andrews
1785,79,75 Mr Andrews for the
Red Lvon

1800.1795,93,90 Barrett March olln occ

Dixon late Jeffs

1807 Mrs Barrett March own occ
late Jeffs

I 800,

1

1769
1765
1758

1785

Mr Pracel, Red Lyon now
March & Andrews
Pracey for the Red Lion & more
sign garden & encroachment

late

Robinson now Widou, Smith
Jeffs late Falleys & Benj Same.v
late John Darbv
Robt Jeffs Esq late Fatleys &
Benj Samey late Darb1,
1737 Mr Jeffs tenement late in his
possession more for Widow Smith
173314 Mr Jeffs ten occ by Jas Farsley
(Fallq,?)more for house occ by
Rich Smithe & Mr Darby' tenement
1727 lSMr Jeffes occ b1' John Eponsley?
house occ by Richard Smith &
Mr Darby for a tenement Thameside
Mr Darbv occ James Hallav
Mr Jeffes occ James Hallay
(Halse_v?) & house occ
fuchard Smith & William Darbi,
1713/4 John Darbv house in occ J Smitb &
for ten occ b1,fuch Smith & others

1765

1758

same as above

1737

Mr Underwood for the Red Lion
more for sign garden and encroachment
1733/4 Undenvood for the Lyon more
for sign encroachment of a wall

1727/8 Mr Harrison for Red
encroachment

l72ll2

17

13l4

Lyon

ofa pale &

late Jeffs now Barrett March

1779,75 late Jeffs now Barrett March
own occ, late Gleeds
1779,75 late Jeffs now Barrett March
1769 Mrs Jeffs late Fallevs & Widow

garden

I72l12
l72ll2

Mr Stevenson for Redd Lvon
& for wall

Mr Stevenson for Redd Lyon
& for rvall

l3

From the Bridge Rental entries one can see that not only did the New Granary of
the plan remain a granary until 1886, (it was not turned into a Boathouse until 1888,
and is now the Century Galleries) but that Mr March took over the premises
between 1769 and 1775. The rents also show that the property was in occupation of
Richard Smith from at least l7l3 to about 1734, after which it was occupied by
widow Smith until I769
The Court Baron Book of 1785 was drawn up for the Lord of the Manor who was
investigating the Bridge Rents, one suspects that he thought some should have gone
to him rather than to the Corporation. The book is similar to the Rental list of the
same date but has some interesting additions. In the case of the Red Lion it says
'Mr Andrews tenement called the Red Lion and Mr B March lately converted two
tenements to a stable and encroached on Waste of the Manor and hath built a stable
thereon and for granaries late Benj Sarney and late Darby near the Waterside.' The
two tenements or the house mentioned in the Rentals must have been behind the
grarrary, which before the building of the New Granary may well have been two
granaries. On the plan it can be seen that there was a distinct bend in the frontage
which may indicate that there were two buildings side by side, they were referred to
in the plural in 1785, and were owned by Darby and then Sarney before March. The
'two tenements converted to a stable' were probably houses behind what may have
been two granaries, in the Red Lion sale plan of 1897(Fig 6) stables are shown
behind what had been the Granary building and what by then had become a
Boathouse These stables were probably those built just before 1785 and clearly
show a central division, which may have been where the dividing line came between
the two houses or tenements. What remains uncertain is where the stable was that
'encroached on the waste of the Manor' and was 'built thereon'. The waste of the
Manor was probably the roadway between the building fronts and the river, could
the stable have been where on the plan the place is marked where 'Mr March laid
his com down'?

Next on the plan is the small house of Mr Smith, only 20ft wide, this house is still
there sandwiched now between the Century Gallery and the Little White Hart, with
clear indications in its brickwork that a narrow passage on its north side has been
filled in and become part of the house. This addition is also to be seen in the pitch of
the roof, evidently at one time it was an open passage The house also still has its
bow window shown on the plan of c1793
The properties shown with the names of Mr Hayward and Mr March which are now
the Little White Hart, were in earlier times the pub with a granary alongside. The
pub was then leased to Mr Hayward until his death in 1797, it was then owned by
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Brooks It was later bought by Benwell, offered for sale in 1832, after Benwell's
death in 1830, and bought by Brakspears in about 1840 from Hodges. Sale
particulars of 183213 mention a public house, granary, cottage and coal yard
Divided into numerous rooms, a small cottage, three stables, corn granary with two
floors, yard and outbuildings

Mr March had a lease on the
ra

granary from Michaelmas 1793, according to

which start in about 1789. This means that the date of
Brakspears Rent Ledgers
the plan must be after that date but not later than 1197 when Richard Hayward died.
The granary was where the modern pub bar called the Cottage Bar is now, still only
two storeys in height, while the hotel part of the Little White Hart is where the old
public house known to Richard Hayrvard used to be In the Court Baron Book of
1785 is the entry 'Hayward & Co for an encroachment of a bow window at the
White Hart Inn.' The 1790s plan shows this bow window clearly.
There is an interesting difference in the O.S.map of 1879, when the part once the
granary leased to Mr March, is shown as the Little White Hart, while the part now
the hotel was shown as three houses, one with a bow window (Fig 5) Maybe it was
easier and more profitable during the mid to late lgth century for Brakspears to
convert the granary to a pub, and let offthe old pub as separate houses. They must
have retained ownership as it was those houses which were demolished and rebuilt
as the present hotel part of the Little White Hart in about 1900
On the plan the small building next door to the granary leased to Mr March, is what
later became a stable then the boathouse of the Henley Rowing Club, and now a
small museum of Brakspear's artifacts, it also became Brakspears' property
probably in the mid 19th century At the time of the plan however it was another
granary, the property of Mr John Hollier In 1787 John Hollier took out insurance
with the Royal Exchange Insurance Co,, insurance No 102191 15, on his house in
Bell Street, on another at Northfield End, and 'on two granaries adjoining brick and
timber lath and plaister built and tiled situate by Thameside' The site as shown on
the pf an is only 22ft wide, so a second granary was probably behind the one shown

Finally we come to Mr Clements and what were in the l8th century four small
cottages In 1826 the cottages were described in the Inventory of the Brewery of

t3
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Reading Mercury & Oxford Gazette
O R.O" Brakspear
O.R

O

Brakspear

2 Apr 1832
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16,

as being held freehold The end cottage of
Joseph Benwell and W H Brakspear
the four was in bad repair and untenanted with three rooms The other three were
the same size and all had tenants It must have been after this that it was decided to
take down the end cottage and rebuild the corner into the curved brick building still
there and shown on the map of 1879. It may have been when this rebuilding took
place that the remaining cottages were changed to the three that are there today

Henley Rentals show that in 1795 Bealey late Davis paid the rental, and in 1793 it
was Bealey late Clements. In 1790 and 85 it was Sam Clements, and in 1779 Mr W
Davis occupied by widow Banks So Mr Clements was there before 1793, and may
even have been still there in part of 1793, if the Rental list was taken late in the year.
On the plan both Mr March at the Little White Hart grar'ary and Mr Clements at the
end cottages are shown at the same time. Since Mr March's lease did not start till
Michaelmas 1793, which is the 29s September, then the rentals in that year must
have been taken after Michaelmas, and Mr Clements' lease must have expired
between September and whenever the rentals were taken. It would seem therefore
that the plan must date from the end of ll93

The Chantry House and the Storehouse
The earliest deed for the premises now known as the Chantry house is dated in the
23'd year of the reign of Henry VI on July 27'fr 0444), when John Say clerk and
others conveyed to John Elmes and John Devene and to their heirs, one messuage
with one vacant place of land thereto adjoining between the course of the River
Thames the granary of Agnes Sare the granary late Henry Martins on the east part
the churchyard of Henley on the west in latitude between the grainarys aforesaid
and a vacant place of land sometime of Henry Bradley on the south part a grainary
of John Lytching and a vacant place of land and a messuage of Henry Martin called
Wollhouse on the north part. Also 5 roods of land lying in Southfield in the fee of
Baggeradge between the land of the Lord of the Manor of Grays on the both parts
and extended itselfin length from the land ofthe aforesaid Lord at the east to the
land of Agnes Sare on the west
The next document is of the 96 June in the 10ft year of Edward IV (1471), in this
Thomas Sugre did convey to Thomas Mann two grainarys situate together in
Henley near the river of Thames for his lifetime and afterwards to Thomas Palmer
and Joan his wife for their lives and then to Wm Boure son of Wm Boure and his
heirs for ever. This document although listed as being part of the deeds of the
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Storehouse and school premises in the Abstract of Title which seems to have been
drawn up between about 1733-47 since it says Mr Underwood in occupation, and
he was at the Red Lion around those dates, seems not to be concerned with either
the Chantry House or the premises on the river front It may be that this document
more properly belongs to the granaries to the north of the school premises which
paid Bridge Rents and therefore may have been owned by the corporation in l47l
and were later shown on the plan of 1793 as a new granary
The third document is dated 23d September in the 56 year of Edward vI (1552), in
this Thomas Docora granted to Ralph Ratcliff and his heirs all those messuages
shops cellars lands and tenements woods and underwoods which his late father John

Docora purchased ftom John Devyn. As can be seen this deed suggests that the
property was held from 1444 by the Devene/Deryn family until bought at some time
unspecified by John Docora, which makes the above deed of l4Tlmost unlikely to
be for this property. The next deed also in the 5ft year of Edward w, is a follow on
to the previous one and concerns a fine levied on the transaction, the same persons
are named but there is a fuller list of property Three messuages or cottages, three
barns, two orchards,30 acres of land,2 acres of meadow, l0 acres of pasture, 3
acres of wood, and 2 shillings rent in Grays,
Next comes an Indenture of bargain and sale dated 61b February in the 6th year of
Edward vI (1553)when Ralph Radcliffe did convey to Thomas Lyrard and his heirs
for ever one messuage or tenement in the churchyard of Henley called the
Schoolhouse four chambers or tenements in the churchyard called the priests
chambers one woodhouse or portage with the grainarys and cellars thereto
belonging and barn thereto adjoining two grainarys and also two closes adjoining to
Southfield one other close called Hanging close containing 4 acres a parcel of
meadow in Rotherfield Mead containing 3 roods one hedgerow of wood containing
I acre 16 acres of arrable land in divers parcells in Southfield which formerly

belonged to Thomas Dochra Esq before to John Dochra and before that to one John
Devyn

After this there are two documents both relating to the deed of 1553, then

a

document of the 28h January in the l$ and,2"d yeaiof phillip & Marie (1554) when
Thomas Lyrard did grant all his tenements closes and pastures in the Town parish
or fields of Henley and Grays to go after his decease to his sons Henry and william
and their heirs

on the 2nd of June in the 201h year of F,lizabeth (1578) by indenture of bargain and
sale Robert Lyred, william Lyred and fuchard Lyred did convey to the warden
18

Bridgemen Burgesses and Coialty (Commonality) and to their successors for ever
two messuages or tenements situate together in Henley on Thames near the River of
Thames the churchyard to the west and the Highway between the said messuage
and the Thames to the east and the tenement in which dwelleth Michael Wolley on
the south and the tenement in which John Bradley and John Assendon now dwell on
the north commonly called the Schoolhouse and the Storehouse
There are then five documents from the 2l* year of Elizabeth to the 26ft year
(1585), which are resulting from the deed of 1578, they include a fine in the Henley
Court and another in the Court Baron of Henley. After these comes a document of
26 December in the 2"d year of James I (1604) when by indenture the Warden etc
conveyed the said messuages or tenements to the Governors of the Free Grammar
School of Henley on Thames. This deed and the two following which are mentioned
in the Abstract of Title written in about 1733-47 have so far not been found in the
Town Hall, the other documents from 1444-1585 are all present.

After the transference of the property to the Governors of the Grammar School,
two other documents are mentioned one being also in 1604 a letter of Attorney, and
the other a fine in the Henley Court over the transference of property, this last being
dated 9ft May in the 6s year of James

I

(1609).

It

would seem that when the building believed to have been built in about 1400,
now the Chantry House, was conveyedin1444 it was then in the hands of a clerk
called John Say and others. Sir John Say was in fact Rector of Henley in 1443, the
previous incumbent being William Bryghtwell in 1415, and the Rector after Say
17
appear to
being Peter Vaser in 1483. These dates in the church's list of Rectors
be the date when the Rectors began their ministries, so maybe the sale of the
building was an act of a man who having recently become Rector found the building
an encumbrance. There is a strong possibility that the building was built by the
church, not as a Chantry House but as a speculative venture, since the house was
more of a merchants house than anything else, and possessed a yard and granaries
on the other side ofthe yard near the river. There is no suggestion at that time that
there were Chantry priests or any other priests living there. Certainly at the sale of
1444 the buyers were definitely merchants, both John Elmes and John Devene or
Devyn being well known corn merchants and general merchants in the town. At the
time of sale there seem to have been two granaries, one occupied by Agnes Sare
and the other late occupied by Henry Martin.
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To the south there appears to have been a vacant plot of land, sometime of John
Bradley, this may have been the part of the Red Lion probably built or rebuilt in the
17s century, the part on the corner and what is now the main frontage and entrance
to the hotel. The part of the Red Lion adjoining the south end of the Chantry House
is at least as old as the Chantry House,ls and must have been there in 1444, perhaps
in the occupation of John Bradley. To the north of the Chantry House plot which
obviously stretched from the churchyard to the buildings fronting the river, there
was another granary that of John Lytching a vacant place of land probably a yard,
and a house of Henry Martin called the Wollhouse. This Wollhouse may have been
like the Chantry House at the back of the plot with the granary in front facing the
river. It also is the same plot of land already mentioned in discussing the plan of
1793, as the southem part of the site where the New Granary was built The
Wollhouse may in fact have been one of the two houses demolished before 1785.

The nert interesting documerrt concerning the buildrng known by tlren as the
Schoolhouse, is that of the 6'r'February in the 6'h year of Edward

VI or

1553, when

Ralph Ratcliffe/Radcliffe convsl'si the property to Thomas Lyrardilyred This
document may be the origin of the legend that the house was built for the chantry
priests. The wording of the document ho*,ever is clear, there was one nressuage in
the churchyard called the Schoolhouse, which would have been the main building or
house, then there were also four chambers or tenements in the churchyard called the
priests chambers. Then there was one woodhouse or portage with granaries and
cellars belonging and bam adjoining. Lastly there were the two granaries on the
riverside. This appears to mean that the priests house, or four chambers, was
perhaps alongside the main house, maybe on the north end, and perhaps the
woodhouse granary barn etc may have been across the yard area. A much later plan
of the property drawn up in 1726 shows a line of buildings crossing the yard (Fig 7).

As regards the use of the word 'chambers' there seems to be some disagreement as
to what type of room it might refer to, one glossary states that it means a room
usually a bedroom on the upper floor, while another states that it 'was a general
purpose name, which began to be supplanted from the l7m century onwards by
'room' In the south, it meant primarily a ground floor room used for sleeping, and
is so found in a zone which extends as far north as Cambridgeshire and Shropshire.
That is its meaning in Elizabethan Sussex and its commonest in Oxfordshire.'le
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Whether this meaning has a bearing on the priests rooms is difficult to say, they
might have had rooms near the Chantry House in the churchyard, which would have
been ground floor rooms. Or perhaps were housed within part of the main building,
using the end nearest the church, on the lower floor maybe using what is now the
entrance lobby and the kitchen, and the corresponding area above. Or possibly they
might have occupied attic rooms above the main upstairs hall. There are slots in the
south end beam that suggest that there could have been attic rooms. Any trace of
stairs in the flooring of the building has long gone, so much renovating has taken
place that all traces of possible stairs or dMsions have been removed. That the
priests could have been chantry priests is a possibility, since evidently four rooms
were needed, but it does not say so. In fact one or possibly two may have been
schoolmasiers.

Its is evident that at some time between 1444 and 1478 the house had become used
as a schoolroorq and that instead of having the churchyard to the west of it, it was
described in 1478 as being in the churchyard. This perhaps indicates that this was
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Plan of Schoolhouse & Storehouse of 1726 superimposed on
part of O.S.map of 1879
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when doors into the churchyard were constructed, and it would mean that in the
mid 156 century the top two floors of the building had reversed their frontage, so
that they did face and were regarded as being in the churchyard The ground floor
may well have continued to be used by others as storage or work space
The positioning of the doors into the church yard present a complication when one
of 1726 (Figs 7 & 8), on this plan it appears that there were two
porches projections or bays on the churchyard side. The larger one being slightly
south of the middle of that side, while the smaller one is further to the south, but not
studies the plan

at the end, as is the door of today from the Chantry House into the covered
passage. In 1827when a drawing by Buckler (Fig 9) was made of the churchyard
side of the house then called the Old Grammar School, there were two doors, one at
the north end where the door leading to the stairs is now, and the other beyond the
middle of the building The position of this narrow door may still be seen in the
outside wall, just to the north of the southernmost group of windows. It may in fact

Fig

9

Drawing by J Buckler '1|827 ot the 'Old Grammar School on the east side
of the Churchyard, Henley, Oxfordshire'.
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coincide with the larger of the two projections in the plan of 1827. So it may be that
that projection was a porch, if so no trace remains Possibly the smaller projection
was a bay window maybe where there are now flat windows,
The large door at the north end with its flattened arch could date from the late 15ft
schools. It
certainly seems to be the same door now as at the north end in 1827

or l6n century, perhaps installed when the building was in use by the

of 1726, onthat
side there is a gap in the timber work at approximately the place where the
projection is shown, that is on the ground floor which is a floor below that opening
to the churchyard. On that side there are modern doorways as the ground floor has
been turned into two apartments.
There is also a similar projection shown on the east side in the plan

Also on the east side of the building there is the projecting wing, which is not at
right angles to the main building, so the angle shown on the plan of 1726 is not so
much of an effor as it appears. The plan of 1897 drawn up for the sale of the Red
Lion in that year, also shows the wing at an angle (Fig 6). That plan also shows that
alongside the wing there was then a building called the 'knife room', a similar
building, perhaps only existing on the ground floor, may account for the larger size
of the wing shown in 1726, when maybe there was also an attached building on its
north side and on its east end.

Beating the Bounds 1868
Among books in the Town Hall there is a book containing reports of the activities
of the Court Leet of the Manor of Henley 1786-1881. They start as yearly reports
but later become four yearly then even more spasmodic, and deal mostly with fines
for encroachments, such as projecting windows. steps or whole buildings
encroaching on the Waste of the Manor, or in other words on roads footpaths etc.
They also deal with such things as incorrect weights or measures> but in 1868 they
evidently found it necessary to beat the bounds of the Manor.

'The Steward and Jury then proceeded to perambulate the bounds of the said
Manor as follows :Set out from the Thameside at the watering place at the bottom of Bell Lane to a
point twelve feet west from the wall of the first house facing the street now in the
occupation of -- Perry then turned short to the left taking in the foot pavements
and proceed in an oblique direction having the pavement in front of Perrys and
MacQueens houses on the left hand and the open space and the Lime trees on the
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right leaving out the open space and the Lime trees and then proceeding in a direct
line to the door of the Bakers shop on the west side of Bell Street in the occupation
of Mr Fuller then through the shop and through the oven behind it to the wall which
divides Mr Fullers premises on the north side from Mr Scotts then turn short to the
left along the top of the wall at the west end of Mr Fullers premises and along the
top of the wall at the back of the Malthouse then turn short to the right along the
top of the wall which divides Mr Sandys garden from the garden belonging to Mr
Ovey now in the occupation of Mr Croomes to the east of the wall where a flat
bound stone is marked with a X is fixed on the top of the wall then turn short to the
left along the wall to the corner behind Mr Croomes stable leaving out the stable
then turn short to the right behind the stable keeping Mr Sandys garden still on the
left then turn short to the left to a bound stone fixed in the ground at the north side
of Mr Sandys meadow then tum short to the right up the fence dividing Mr Sandys
meadow from Mr Croomes meadow taking in the fence and keeping it on the left
hand to a point at the end ofthe fence then turn to the left and proceed in an oblique
direction to the corner of Mr Oveys meadow where a plantation of Firs formerly
stood to the large Elm tree in the corner near Mr Coopers back gate there over the
hedge and across the footpath to the new wall bounding the Workhouse garden
then over the wall in a straight line to the back wall of the Workhouse leaving out
the projecting angle of the garden where the said new wall is built then along under
the Union Workhouse on the north side of it keeping the building close on the left
hand to a point at the north west corner where the Workhouse boundary stone is
fixed in the bank where the Workhouse adjoins the meadow called the Hop Garden
then through the hedge into the meadow to the old Elm tree in the corner near the
Workhouse then in an oblique direction across the north end of the meadow leaving
out a nanow slip with the old Elms on the right then across the new road lately
made by Mr Child to a point in the hedge on the west side of the meadow about
sixty six feet from the north end thereof at which point a bound Oak formerly stood
and which a young Elm now stands which Elm we marked with af on the west side
of it then turn short to the left along the west side of the hedge in Friars field now
belonging to Col. Fanshawe keeping the hedge on the left hand across another new

Mr Child keeping the line of the old fence on the left to two
cottages and gardens now belonging to Mr Child in the occupation of Benjamin
Allum keeping the garden and cottages close on the left hand and then out into the
road to the watercourse there then turn short to the left following the watercourse
and taking in the six Elm trees (three of which have been recently pollarded)
standing in the open space then proceed down the watercourse in a direct line
through the hocket to the open space where the Parish pound formerly stood then
turn right in an oblique direction to the north east corner ofthe new houses lately
erected by the Henley Building Company then turn short to the right in front of the
road formed by
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Part of O.S. map of 1883 slightly enlarged, showing boundary
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houses and keeping them close on the right hand then straight across the road to a
Gateway belonging to the house lately occupied by Mr Simons down the yard and
garden taking in all the yard buildings and garden to a point on the south west end
where is a small pond and artesian well forming the Town Ditch taking in the wall

then turn short to the left straight down the Town Ditch taking in the ditch to a
point at the bottom of Mrs Kinchs garden adjoining the back way to the 'Three
Tuns' public house then turn to the right in an oblique direction through the corner
of Mr Paulins Brewery across the road to a window in Mr Bendys house and
through the window and shop and out of the front door thence in an oblique
direction to the south west corner of Friday Street to a point there where a large
bound stone is placed under the soil of the roadway (stood upon this spot) then
straight down Friday Street taking in the roadway on the left and leaving out the
footway on the right to a point opposite Mr Byles Gateway near the Anchor public
house thence in a straight line to the mouth of the sewer or drain in the Campshot
which forms the boundary line between the Parishes of Henley and Greys then
straight out into the middle of the river then turn short to the left down the middle
of the stream and through the middle of the centre arch of Henley Bridge and still
keeping in the middle of the river to a point opposite the bottom of Beil Lane then
turn short to the left to the watering place at the bottom of Bell Lane between
Phyllis Court wall and the boat building shed lately erected there by Mr Webb being
the point from which we started to commence this perambulation of the Manor.'

In following the line of the boundary the first house mentioned occupied by Perry
would seem to be the corner house or 102 Bell Street That house together with the
five to the south (92-102) were part of the sale in 1853 of Fawley Court and
properties and were then bought by W D Mackenzie At 96 there was Henry F
MacQueen plumber and decorator, according to street directories of about 1863l9l5 His premises had been in similar occupation from at least 1823, so probably
were more noticeable than the other houses, which is why perhaps he is mentioned.
The baker's shop through which the boundary ran was 95 Bell street (Figs 10 &11),
and behind it the boundary zigzagged until cutting across to the back of the
Workhouse, now the hospital From there it crossed the north west corner of Hop
Gardens and across what is now Hop Gardens road, recently built in 1868. It then
went in to Friars field now part of Friar Park, and ran southwards along the edge of
the field. This east edge of Friar Park has a considerable bank along it, which must
have been the original boundary bank of Henley. AJthough Friar Park as known
today was built by Mr Crisp soon after 1889, already on the O S.map of 1883 there
is a building with outbuildings called Friar Park. This had been perhaps the property
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Part Of O.S. map of 1879 reduced. Boundary top right going through Mr Fuller's shop
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Fig'12 Part of O.S. map of 1879 reduced. Boundary behind the bank at edge of Friars field, round the cottages one
occupied by Benjamin Allum, down the watercourse between houses in West Hill & Gravel Hill

Fig 14 Part of O.S.map of 1879 reduced. Boundary
crossing Tuns Lane in by Mr Bendys window & out of his
door. Drawn curved line approximate position of present
corner building

Fig 13 Part of o.S.map of 1879 reduced. Boundary top left & down in front
of houses at top of Market Place, newly built in .186g
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of Mr Child, since in 1868 he owned the two cottages at the south east gateway of
Friar Park, had recently made the roadway now Hop Gardens road, and had made
another road cutting across the boundary and also leading to Friar Park.
Evidently there was a watercourse or ditch running down the side of Greys Road,
which then went behind the houses on the north side of Gravel Hill, which perhaps
explains the route of the boundary This may have been the stream which fed the
well at the cross roads of the town (p6 &Fig2), it may have ended in a small pond
used by the animal occupants of the pound, and then gone underground to the
central well. Although in 1868 mentioned as a watercourse there seem to be no
records of any stream flowing down the Market Place on the surface.
The boundary line having skirted the houses at the top of the Market, newly built in
1868, went along the west side of what is now Waldens yard, and then south and

turning along what is now the south side of Greys Road Car Parlg Mrs Kinch
owned 9 & l0 Market Place. The back way to the Three Tuns was Tuns Lane, and
from there the boundary went through the corner of what is now called Queens
Hall, and was then a brewery. As can be seen in Fig 14 the building on the corner,
part of Bath Place, where the boundary went through a window and out the front
door belonging to Mr Bendy, was then much further out into the roads, both into
the Reading Road and to Greys Road. The thin line drawn on the map shows
approximately where the present curved building front is situated.

Mr Byles Gateway near the Anchor was between 52 and 54 Friday Street, and was
then the entrance to Greys Brewery owned by Mr Byles, Mr Byles lived at 54 now
Richard Way's bookshop.
Having reached the river the boundary just goes down its middle till the end of Bell
Lane. Oddly it does not, or did not in 1868 or in 1879 go on a detour round the
bridge at the east end, which I had always understood to be part of Henley, not only
the present bridge but the land and river to the south ofit where the old bridge once
was situated. If that end of the bridge is not part of Henley, then to whom does it
belong

? Should

they be responsible for halfits upkeep

?

Another point of interest is the mention of stones as boundary markers, one
wonders whether any remain, next time the road at the junction of Friday Street is
dug perhaps we should Iook for the stone, said to be largel There are also other
stones shown on the O.S.map of 1879, are they still there and what did they mark ?
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